**Turn in (on 27 May, 2011):**

**THREE hardcopies of your complete draft**

During class on 20 May, we are talking about how to write your **conclusions** section.

For the next week, your assignment is to write your conclusions section, and put all the components of your paper together so that you have a complete draft:

- Abstract (assignment due on 4/15)
- Introduction (assignment due on 5/20)
- Methods (assignment due on 4/29)
- Results (assignment due on 5/6)
- Discussion (assignment due on 5/13)
- Conclusions (assignment for this week)

Also include a fresh copy of revised figures and tables, and a draft of your reference list.

From what I can tell, some of you will actually have a fairly complete draft to submit next week!! Everyone else will have made significant progress on many if not all sections of their paper!!

Even if you are not done with all the sections, please put everything you have together in one file to hand in on May 27th in class.

Summary of remaining work for the rest of the quarter:

**May 27th class meeting:**
- Due: Turn in everything you have (as described above)
- Discussion in class: on submitting articles, writing cover letters, responding to reviewers
- Peer-review: of introduction section

**June 3rd class meeting (last meeting):**
- Peer-review: of entire draft

**June 9th (last day of quarter):**
- Due: Turn in final draft of your paper, including a cover letter to your editor